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Dear Mr. Secretary 

I have so far read all the submissions from the different In-
terveners and what really caught my attention is that none 
of the interveners asked the following, what I consider, 
crucial questions. 
 
1. If the NM program were supposed to be strictly load 

offsetting program, why BC Hydro, over the last 14 
years, approved close to 250 applications that resulted in 
¨overproduction?¨ For at least ten years BCH paid for 
¨excess energy¨ no questions asked!!  Is there no re-
sponsibility on the part of BCH for approving those appli-
cations and ¨tolerating ¨those plants? 

 
2. Why BC Hydro, throughout the existence of NM pro-
gram, boldly encouraged potential participants to invest in 
micro hydro plants to SELL power to BC Hydro. This 
means BC Hydro ran the program as a power acquiring 
program. This points to the mismanagement of the Pro-
gram! Is there no responsibility on the part of BCH? 
 
3. All the NM participants signed an Interconnection 
Agreement (IA), which is an integral part of the NM Pro-
gram. There is not even a shadow of a warning, that the 
program is supposed to be load offsetting. The IA has all 
the key elements of a legal contract - from parties through 
consideration to legal purpose. This IA was not signed by 
us  and BCH in a financial vacuum! This IA was and is an 
integral part of NM Program. Do the proposed amend-
mends amount to a breach of contract? 
 



 

 

4. BCH claims, that because the SOP has been discontin-
ued, BCH is no longer bound by it in regards to NM exist-
ing customers. Has BCH also discontinued  scores of out-
standing SOP contracts or is BCH honouring them? If yes, 
why is it not honouring existing NM participants agree-
ments accepted under the clause calling for equitable 
treatment of NM participants? 
My suggestion is that BCH average the rate of all out-
standing SOP contracts and pays the resulting rate to ex-
isting NM participants. 
 
5. In May 2018, a representative of BC Hydro stated on 
two occasions that existing participants will not be affected 
by the new amendments. Doesn’t BCH have any expecta-
tions of ethical behaviour in dealing with its ratepayers?! 
 

These are some ideas I felt I should share with you while 
they are still fresh in my mind. 
 Respectfully, 
Zdenek Los 
 




